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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper we consider only completely regular topological
spaces and Hausdorff locally convex linear spaces; E and F are always
Ž .normed linear spaces; C X, E denotes the sets of all E-valued continuous
maps on a topological space X ; when E is the real line R we simply write
Ž . Ž .C X ; a subset K of X is t-bounded in X if f K is a bounded subset of
Ž .R for every f g C X . When every closed and t-bounded subset of X is
compact we say that X is a m-space. Let l be a cover of a space X with
the following properties: every element of l is closed and t-bounded in X
and l is invariant with respect to finite unions. Recall that an ideal of
w xclosed sets 8 is a collection of closed sets closed under heredity and finite
additivity. Note that often closed ideals have the required properties of the
Ž .cover l for example, the ideals of all finite or compact sets . The set
Ž .C X,E with the topology of uniform convergence on members of l is
Ž . Ž .  Ž .denoted by C X, E . We also denoted by n X the space D cl K : Kl l n X
4g l with the topology inherited from the Hewitt realcompactification n X
Ž .of X. Observe that each cl K , K g l, is compact because the membersn X
Ž .of l are t-bounded in X. If Z is a subspace of n X containing n X , thenl
a set B : Z is said to be l-bounded in Z if every lower semi-continuous
Ž . w .abbreviated lsc function w : Z “ 0, ‘ is bounded on B provided it is
bounded on each K g l. Both notions, t-boundedness and l-boundedness,
have to be distinguished from the usual boundedness in a topological
vector space.
The aim of this paper is to give necessary and sufficient conditions in
Ž .the terms of the topological structure of X in order C X, E to be al
barrelled, quasi-barrelled, bornological, or ultrabornological space. Such
w xconditions were given in 5 , when E is the space of the real or complex
numbers and l is the family of all compact subsets of X. A more recent
w xpaper 12 , contains characterizations of the above linear topological
Ž .properties of C X in the terms of filters on X. The following are ourl
main results:
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let E be a Banach space. Then C X, E is barrelled if andl
Ž . Ž .only if e¤ery t-bounded subset of n X is contained in cl K for somel n X
K g l.
Ž .THEOREM 2. C X, E is quasi-barrelled if and only if e¤ery l-boundedl
Ž . Ž .subset of n X is contained in cl K for some K g l.l n X
Ž .THEOREM 3. C X, E is bornological if and only if e¤ery l-boundedl
Ž .subset of n X is contained in cl K for some K g l.n X
Ž .THEOREM 4. Let E be a Banach space. Then C X, E is ultrabornologi-l
Ž .cal if and only if e¤ery t-bounded subset of n X is contained in cl K forn X
some K g l.
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains all preliminary
facts and lemmas needed for the proofs of the main results, which are
given in Section 3. The last section is devoted to some corollaries and
additional results. Let us mention Corollary 4.4 stating that for a Banach
Ž .space E the space C X, E is ultrabornological if and only if it isl
bornological and barrelled, and Corollary 4.6 that realcompactness is
Ž . Ž .preserved by continuous linear quotient maps from C X, E onto C Y, Fk k
for arbitrary normed spaces E and F.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ž .Recall that a set W : C X, E is open if and only if for every f gl
Ž . Ž .C X, E there are K g l and « ) 0 such that A f , K, « : W, where
Ž .  Ž . 5 Ž . Ž .5 4A f , K, « s g g C X, E : g x y f x - « for all x g K . The sets
Ž . Ž w x. A f , K, « are not always open in this topology see 3, 4 , but g g
Ž . 5 Ž .5 4 4C X, E : sup g x : x g K - « , K g l, « ) 0 is a local base at 0
Ž .consisting of open convex sets. It is easily seen that C X, E is a locallyl
convex Hausdorff topological vector space and its topology is determined
 4 Ž . 5 Ž .5by the family p : K g l of semi-norms, where p f s sup f x : x gK K
4 Ž .K . If l is the closed ideal of all compact resp. all finite subsets of X,
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .then we write C X, E resp. C X, E instead of C X, E . By n X, wek p l E
Ž .denote the biggest subset Z of n X such that every f g C X, E has a
continuous extension f : Z “ E. There is a closed embedding of n X inE
EC Ž X , E ., so n X is a m-space. We also adopt the following notation: E andE
5 5 5 < < 5F are equipped with a fixed norm which is denoted by ? and ? : bE
w x 5 5“ 0, ‘ is the continuous extension of ? considered as a function from
Ïw .E into 0, ‘ , where bE is the Cech]Stone compactification of E.
Ž Ž . . Ž .BL C X, E , F denotes the set of all bounded linear maps from C X, El l
into F.
Let Y be a locally convex topological space. Recall that an absolutely
Ž .convex set A : Y is a borni¤ore or bound absorbing resp. a barrel if A
Žabsorbs all bounded subsets of Y resp. A is closed and absorbs all points
. Ž . w xof Y . We say that Y is barrelled resp. bornological 9 if every barrel
Ž .resp. bornivore in Y is a neighborhood of 0. If every bound-absorbing
barrel in Y is a neighborhood of 0, then Y is called quasi-barrelled. When
every absolutely convex set A : Y is a neighborhood of 0 in Y, provided it
absorbs all bounded, absolutely convex, and sequentially complete subsets
of Y, then Y is said to be ultrabornological.
Ž .Let m be a linear map from C X, E into a linear space. The support of
Ž .m is the set supp m of all points x g b X satisfying the condition that for
Ž .every neighborhood U of x in b X there is f g C X, E such that
Ž . Ž .Ž .m f / 0 and b f b X _ U s 0, where b f : b X “ bE is the continuous
Ž .extension of f. Obviously supp m is closed in b X, so it is compact. If A is
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Ž . Ž .a family of linear maps from C X, E into Y, then we denote by supp A
Ž .the union of all supp m , m g A.
Ž Ž . .LEMMA 2.1. Let A : BL C X, E , F be a strongly bounded family, i.e.,l
 Ž . 4D m A : m g A is a bounded set in F for e¤ery bounded subset A of
Ž . Ž .C X, E . Then supp A is contained in n X and it is a l-bounded subset ofl
Ž . Ž .e¤ery space Z : n X such that n X j supp A : Z.l
Ž .Proof. First let us show that supp A : n X. Suppose there is a point
Ž .  4x g supp m* _ n X for some m* g A. Let U be a decreasing sequence0 n
 4of compact neighborhoods of x in b X with F U : n g N is contained in0 n
Ž . Ž .Ž .b X _ n X. For every n there is f g C X, E such that b f b X _ U s 0n n n
Ž .and m* f / 0.n
Ž . Ž .Ž .Claim. If g g C X, E and b g B s 0 for some B : b X, then
Ž .Ž .b cf B s 0 for every c g R.
Ž .Fix c g R and consider the continuous map c : bE “ bE, c y s c. y
Ž .for all y g E. Both b cg and c ( b g are continuous maps from b X into
Ž .bE with identical restrictions on X, so b cg s c ( b g. The last equality
Ž .Ž .implies b cg B s 0.
We now proceed to the proof of Lemma 2.1. By the above claim,
5 Ž .5multiplying f by a scalar, if necessary, we can assume that m* f G nn n
Ž .for every n. Fix K g l. Since K is t-bounded in X, cl K is compactn X
Ž .and can meet only finitely many U . So p f s 0 for almost all n. Thus,n K n
 4 Ž .  Ž .4f is bounded in C X, E . Consequently, m* f is bounded in F, an l n
contradiction.
Ž . Ž .Suppose Z is a subspace of n X containing n X j supp A andl
Ž . w .supp A is not l-bounded in Z; i.e., there is a lsc function w : Z “ 0, ‘
Ž .which is bounded on each K g l and unbounded on supp A . Then for
y1Ž . Ž .each n g N we can find m g A and x g w n, ‘ l supp m . Con-n n n
 4 Ž .struct a sequence g : C X, E such that:n
Ž . Ž y1w x.1 g w 0, n s 0;n
Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 5  Ž .2 m g s n q b , where b s 0 and b s Ý m g : i F n yn n n 1 n n i
41 for n G 2.
y1w x Ž . y1w xSince w 0, 1 is closed in Z and x g supp m _ w 0, 1 , there is1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž y1w x. 5 Ž .5h g C X, E with m h / 0 and b h w 0, 1 s 0. Set g s hr m h .1 1 1
Assume g , . . . , g are already constructed. Take an open set W in b X1 ny1
y1Ž . Ž .such that W l Z s w n, ‘ . Because x g W l supp m , then theren n
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Žexists f g C X, E with b f b X _ W s 0 and m f / 0. Let g s nn n
5 5. 5 Ž .5q b fr m f . The inductive construction is completed. We claim thatn n
 4 Ž .g is bounded in C X, E . Since w is bounded on the members of l, forn l
y1w x Ž .each K g l an m g N can be found such that K : w 0, m . By 1 ,K K
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Ž .  4p g s 0 for all n G m . Hence g is bounded, which implies thatK n K n
 Ž .4 Ž .D m g is a bounded subset of F. This contradicts 2 .n n
Ž .COROLLARY 2.2. If m is a bounded linear map from C X, E into F,l
Ž .then supp m is a l-bounded set in n X. If , in addition m is continuous, then
Ž . Ž .supp m : n X .l
Proof. The first part of Corollary 2.2 follows from Lemma 2.1. Let m be
Ž . 5 Ž .5continuous on C X, E . There exist K g l and « ) 0 such that m g Fl
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 for every g g C X, E with p g F « . Then supp m : cl K . For ifK n X
Ž . Ž .x g supp m _ cl K , there is a neighborhood U of x in b X andn X
Ž . <Ž . Ž . Ž .f g C X, E such that b f b X _ U s 0, U l cl K s B and m f / 0.n X
5 Ž .5By the Claim following Lemma 2.1, we can assume that m f ) 1. But
Ž .Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5b f K s 0, so p f s 0, which contradicts m f ) 1.K
Ž .Let f g C X, E and « ) 0. The «-modification of f is the map
Ž . Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž .f g C X, E , defined by f x s f x if f x F « and by f x s« « «
Ž Ž .. 5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5« f x r f x otherwise. Obviously f x F « for all x g X.«
Ž .LEMMA 2.3. Let m: C X, E “ F be a bounded linear map. Thenl
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž ..m f s 0 for e¤ery f g C X, E with b f supp m s 0.
Proof.
Ž . Ž .Step 1. If U is a neighborhood of supp m in b X and f g C X, E
Ž .Ž . Ž .with b f U s 0, then m f s 0.
Ž . Ž .For x f supp m take a neighborhood U x of x in b X such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž ..m g s 0 provided g g C X, E and b g b X _ U x s 0. Without loss
Ž .of generality, we can suppose that all U x and U are regular open in b X
Ž . Ž . Ž .and U x l supp m s B, x f supp m . There is a finite cover g s
 Ž . 4  4U, U x : i s 1, . . . , k of b X and a partition of unity h, h : i s 1, . . . , ki i
subordinated to g . Set g s h. f and g s h . f , i s 1, . . . , k. Since f s0 i i
 4 Ž .  Ž . 4Ý g : i s 0, 1, . . . , k , m f s Ý m g : i s 0, 1, . . . , k . Observe that eachi i
Ž . Ž .g , i s 1, . . . , k, is 0 on the set X _ U x , and because X _ U x is densei i i
Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž .in b X _ U x we have b g b X _ U x s 0. Hence m g s 0 for i si i i i
Ž . Ž .1, . . . , k. Obviously g ’ 0, so m g s 0. Therefore, m f s 0.0 0
Ž . < Ž . 5 Ž .5Step 2. If f g C X, E and b f supp m s 0, then m f F 1.
U Ž .Denote by C X, E the space of all bounded continuous maps from XU
into E with the sup-norm topology. Then m considered as a linear map on
U Ž .C X, E is bounded, hence continuous. Thus, there is « ) 0 such thatU
Ž . 5 5 5 Ž .5 4 5 Ž .5g g C* X, E and g s sup g x : x g X F « implies m g F 1. Set
 5 < Ž . < 5 4 Ž . Ž .U s x g b X : b f x - « . Observe that f y f N U l X s 0, so«
Ž .Ž .b f y f U s 0, where f is the «-modification of f. Since U is a« «
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .neighborhood of supp m , by Step 1, m f y f s 0, i.e., m f s m f .« «
Ž . 5 5 5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5Because f g C* X, E and f F « , we have m f s m f F 1.« « «
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Step 3. If f g C X, E and b f N supp m s 0, then m f s 0.
Ž . 5 Ž .5Suppose m f / 0. Choose n g N such that m nf ) 1. Then
Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž .b nf supp m s 0 see the Claim following Lemma 2.1 . By Step 2,
5 Ž .5m nf F 1, a contradiction.
w xThe following lemma is a slight modification of Proposition 3.1 from 11
Ž w x w x.see also Proposition 2 from 1 and Proposition 1.2.8 from 4 .
Ž Ž . .LEMMA 2.4. Let A : BL C X, E , F be a pointwise bounded family,l
 Ž . 4 Ž .i.e., m f : m g A is a bounded subset of F for each f g C X, E . Then
Ž .supp A is a t-bounded set in n X.
Ž . Ž .Proof. By Lemma 2.1, supp A : n X. Suppose supp A is not t-
bounded in n X. Then there is a continuous real-valued function f on n X
 Ž . 4  Ž . 4and points x g D supp m : m g A , n g N, such that f x : n g N is an n
discrete and unbounded in R. Embedding R in E, we can assume that f is
 4a map from n X into E. Then we can find an open family V : n g N inn
 Ž . 4n X such that x g V , f V : n g N is a discrete family in E andn n n
5 Ž .5 4  4sup f y : n g N s ‘ for any sequence y with y g V . By inductionn n n n
 4  4we construct a sequence m : k g N in A, a subfamily U : k g N ofk k
 4  4 Ž .V : n g N , and a subset h : k g N of C X, E such that:n k
Ž . Ž .Ž .1 b h n X _ U s 0 for every k g N;k k
Ž .2 U / U , for i / j;i j
Ž .  4 Ž .3 supp m , . . . , m l cl U s B for every k G 2;1 ky1 n X k
Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 5  Ž .4 m h s k q b for every k g N, where b s Ý m h : i -k k k k k i
4k for k G 2 and b s 0.1
Ž .Let m g A be such that x g supp m and U s V . Then there is1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .h g C X, E such that b h n X _ U s 0 and m h / 0. Let q s1 1
5 Ž .5 Ž .Ž . Ž1r m h and h s q.h. Then b h n X _ U s 0 see the Claim follow-1 1 1 1
. 5 Ž .5ing Lemma 2.1 and m h s 1.1 1
Let k G 2 and suppose we have found m , . . . , m , U , . . . , U , and1 ky1 1 ky1
Ž . Ž .  4h , . . . , h satisfying 1 ] 4 . Since H s supp m , . . . , m is a com-1 ky1 k 1 ky1
Ž . Ž .pact subset of n X by Lemma 2.1 , there is n g N such that cl V l Hn X n k
Ž .s B. Take m g A with x g supp m . Let U s V . Since U is ak n k k n k
Ž . Ž .neighborhood of x and since x g supp m , there is h g C X, E suchn n k
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž 5 5. 5 Ž .5that b h n X _ U s 0 and m h / 0. Put c s k q b r m h andk k k k
Ž .Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 5h s c.h. Then b h n X _ U s 0 and m h s k q b . Observek k k k k k
Ž . Ž .that by 3 and the fact that x g supp m l U we have U / U forn k k i j
 4i / j, with i, j g 1, 2, . . . , k . This completes the inductive construction.
 4  4 Ž .  4Since U : k g N is a subfamily of V : n g N , by 2 , U : k g N is ak n k
 4 Ž .discrete family in n X. Let g s Ý h : k g N . By 1 , every x g X has ak
Ž . < Ž . Ž .neighborhood U x such that g U x is a finite sum. Thus, g g C X, E .
 4 wŽ .y1Ž  4.For every k g N we set g s Ý h : i F k , A s cl b h bE _ 0k i k n X k
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x  4 Ž . Ž .l n X and W s n X _ D A : k F j y 1 . By 1 , A : cl U for everyk j j n X j
 4j g N. Hence, A : j g N is a discrete family in n X, so W is open in n X.j k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 3 , supp m l cl U s B for j G k q 1. This implies supp m lk n X j k
Ž .A s B, so supp m : W . For j G k q 1, h is 0 on W l X. Hence,j k k j k
Ž . Ž . Ž .g N W l X s g N W l X , so b g y g N W s 0. Since W is a neigh-k k k k k k
Ž . Ž . Ž .borhood of supp m in n X, we have, by Lemma 2.3, that m g s m g .k k k k
Ž . Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5 5 5But m g s b q m h . So that, by 4 , m g G m h y b sk k k k k k k j k k
5 5 5 5 5 Ž .5k q b y b s k. Thus, m g G k for every k g N. Consequently,k k k
A is not pointwise bounded. This gives us a contradiction.
Ž . Ž .Let V be a subset of C X, E . Then the support of V is the set supp V
of all x g b X satisfying the condition that for every neighborhood U of x
Ž . Ž .Ž .in b X there is f g C X, E such that b f b XrU s 0 and f f V. We
w xhave to note that a similar notion was defined in 5 : A closed set B : b X
<is a support set of V if f g V whenever b f B s 0, and the intersection of
Ž .all support sets is the support of V. Obviously, supp V is closed in b X
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..and V : V implies supp V : supp V . We also have supp C X, E s1 2 2 1
B. The converse implication follows from the following:
Ž .LEMMA 2.5. Let V : C X, E be an absolutely con¤ex set.
Ž . Ž .i If U is a neighborhood of supp V in b X, then f g V pro¤ided
Ž . <f g C X, E and b f U s 0.
Ž .  Ž . 5 5 4ii If g g C* X, E : g F h : V for some h ) 0, then there is
 Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5 Ž .4« ) 0 with g g C X, E : b g x - « for all x g supp V : V.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i Let U be a neighborhood of supp V and f g C X, E with
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .b f U s 0. For every x f supp V take a neighborhood U x of x in
Ž . Ž . Ž .b X such that U x l supp V s B and g g V for every g g C X, E
Ž .Ž Ž ..with b g b X _ U x s 0. Without loss of generality, we can suppose
Ž .that all U x and U are regular open in b X. There is a finite cover
 Ž . 4 g s U,U x : i s 1, . . . , k y 1 of b X and a partition of unity h, h : i si i
41, . . . , k y 1 subordinated to g . Set g s h. f and g s h . f , i s 1, . . . ,0 i i
Ž .Ž . 4k y 1. Since V is convex and f s Ý 1rk k. g : i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 , theni
it is enough to show that each kg g V. As in Lemma 2.3, Step 1, we cani
Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž .Žprove that b g b X _ U x s 0 for i s 1, . . . , k y 1. Then b kg b Xi i i
Ž .. Ž ._ U x s 0 see the Claim following Lemma 2.1 , so kg g V for i si i
1, . . . , k y 1. Since kg ’ 0 and since V is absolutely convex, we have0
kg g V.0
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 5 5 4ii Let I h s g g C* X, E : g F h : V for some h ) 0. Let
Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5« s hr2 and g g C X, E be such that b g x - « for all x g
Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5 Ž .4supp V . Then sup b g x : x g supp V - d for some positive d - « ,
Ž . Ž .because supp V is compact. Consider the neighborhood U of supp V ind
 5 < Ž . < 5 4b X, U s x g b X : b g x - d , and the d-modification g of g. Wed d
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Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..Ž .have 2 g y g x s 0 for all x g U l X, so b 2 g y g U s 0, be-d d d d
Ž . Ž . Ž .cause U l X is dense in U . By i , 2 g y g g V. But 2 g g I h , sod d d d
1 1Ž Ž .. Ž .2 g g V. Since g can be represented in the form 2 g y g q 2 g ,d d d2 2
we finally obtain g g V.
Ž .LEMMA 2.6. Let V be an absolutely con¤ex set in C X, E absorbing all
 Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5 4 Ž .segments I s g g C X, E : g x F f x for all x g X , f g C X, E .f
Ž .Then supp V : n X.
w xProof. Our proof follows the argument from 5, p. 102 . Suppose there
Ž .  4is x g supp V _ n X. Let U be a decreasing sequence of compact0 n
neighborhoods of x in b X such that their intersection is contained in0
Ž . Ž .Ž .b X _ n X. For every n there is f g C X, E with b f b X _ U s 0n n n
Ž .  5 Ž .5and f f V. Define w : X “ R and f : X “ E by w x s sup n. f x : nn n
4 Ž . Ž . 5 5 Ž .g N and f x s w x .e, where e g E and e s 1. Observe that w x s
 5 Ž .5 4sup i. f x : i s 1, . . . , n for every x g X _ U , so w is continuous oni n
 4each set X _ U . Because X _ U : n g N is an increasing sequence ofn n
open sets and their union covers X, w is continuous and so is f. Since V
absorbs I , there exists m g N with I : mV. But m. f g I ; hencef f m f
m. f g m.V. Thus we obtain f g V, which of course is a contradiction.m m
Ž .COROLLARY 2.7. Let X be a realcompact space and V : C X, E be
Ž .absolutely con¤ex. Then V is a borni¤ore in C X, E if and only if V absorbsk
 Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5 4all segments I s g g C X, E : g x F f x for all x g X , f gf
Ž .C X, E .
Ž .Proof. Since X s n X, by Lemma 2.6, supp V is a compact subset of
Ž .X. Because each I is a bounded set in C X, E , we only have to showf k
that V is a bornivore provided it absorbs all segments I . To this end,f
Ž . Ž .suppose V absorbs all I , f g C X, E . According to Lemma 2.5 ii , theref
Ž .  Ž . 5 Ž .5is « ) 0 such that V contains the set J « s g g C X, E : g x - «
Ž .4 Ž . Ž .for all x g supp V . Because J « is a neighborhood of 0 in C X, E , itk
Ž .absorbs all bounded sets in C X, E ; hence so does V. Therefore, V is ak
Ž .bornivore in C X, E .k
LEMMA 2.8. Let B be a t-bounded set in n X and let « ) 0. Then the set
Ž .  Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5 4 4V « s f g C X, E : sup b f x : x g B F « is absolutely con¤ex,B
Ž .sequentially closed, and absorbing in C X, E . If , in addition, B is l-l
Ž . Ž .bounded, then V « is a borni¤ore in C X, E .B l
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xProof. a V « is absolutely convex. If f , f g V « and q g 0, 1 ,B 1 2 B
 5 < Ž . < 5 4let U s x g b X : b f x - h , where h ) « and i s 1, 2. Then U si i
U l U is open in b X and contains B. Since U l X is dense in U and1 2
5 Ž . Ž . Ž .5 5 < w Žqf x q 1 y q f x - h for all x g U l X, sup b qf q 1 y1 2 1
. xŽ . < 5 4q f x : x g B F h. Observe that the last inequality is true for any2
Ž . Ž . Ž .h ) « , which implies qf q 1 y q f g V « . Hence V « is convex.1 2 B B
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Ž .The same arguments with f replaced by 0 show that V « is absolutely2 B
convex.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5b V « is absorbing. For a fixed f g C X, E , w x s f x ,B f
x g X, defines a continuous real-valued function on X. Obviously, w : n Xf
Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5“ R, w x s b f x , is a continuous extension of w . Because B isf f
5 < Ž . < 5 4t-bounded in n X, there is n g N such that sup b f x : x g B F n.« .
Ž .Since w s 1rn w , the last inequality is equivalent toŽ1r n . f f
5 < ŽŽ . .Ž . < 5 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .sup b 1rn f x : x g B F « . So 1rn f g V « , i.e., f g n.V « .B B
Ž .Thus V « absorbs f.B
Ž . Ž .  4c V « is sequentially closed. Let f : V be a convergentB n B
Ž . Ž .sequence in C X, E and let f s lim f . We show that f g V « . Assum-l n B
5 < Ž . < 5ing this is not the case, there are y g B and h ) « such that b f y )
h y « < 5 < Ž . < 5 5 < Ž . < 5 < 4h. Set W s x g n X : b f x y b f x ) . Sincen n 2
5 < Ž . < 5b f y F « , each W is a neighborhood of y in n X. Then W sn n
 4F W : n g N is a G -set in n X containing y, so there is x* g W l X.n d
 4 5 Ž .54 5 Ž .5Because f converges to f implies f x* converges to f x* , wen n
h y «< 5 Ž . 5 Ž .5 <have f x* y f x* - for some k g N. The last inequalityk 2
Ž .contradicts x* g W . Therefore f g V « .k B
Ž . Ž . Ž .d V « is a bornivore in C X, E provided B is l-bounded. WeB l
Ž . Ž .need to show that V « absorbs all bounded subsets of C X, E . To thisB l
Ž .end, let A : C X, E be an arbitrary bounded set. Define a function w :l A
w x Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5 4n X “ 0, ‘ by w x s sup b g x : g g A . It is clear that G sA a
y1ŽŽ x. Ž . Ž .w a, ‘ is open in n X for every a g 0, ‘ . If w z s ‘ for someA A
 4z g n X, then G s F G : n g N is a non-empty G -set in n X. Hencen d
Ž .x g G l X for some x, which implies w x s ‘. This contradicts the factA
Ž .that A is bounded in C X, E . Thus, w is a lsc function from n X intol A
w .0, ‘ . Since A is bounded, w is bounded on each K g l. Then, accordingA
Ž . w xto the l-boundedness of B, there is m g N with w B : 0, m . ThisA
Ž . w ximplies w B : 0, m for every g g A, where w is the function definedg g
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .in b . Proceeding as in b we can show that A : m.V « . Thus, V «B B
Ž .absorbs all bounded sets in C X, E .l
Ž .COROLLARY 2.9. Let B : n X be a t-bounded set in n X and let « ) 0.l
Ž . Ž .Then the set V « is a barrel in C X, E . If , in addition, B is l-bounded,B l
Ž . Ž .then V « is a bound-absorbing barrel in C X, E .B l
Ž . Ž .Proof. There exists a linear map u: C X, E “ C n X, E such thatE
Ž . < Ž . Ž .u g X s g for every g g C X, E . We also have n X : n X becausel E
Ž . Ž .Ž .n X is a m-space containing X. Hence b g x s u g x for x g n X andE E
Ž . Ž .g g C X, E . By Lemma 2.8, we have to prove only that V « is closed inB
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .C X, E . To this end, let f : a g L : V « be a net in C X, El a B l
Ž . Ž .converging to f g C X, E . Assuming f f V « , there are x g B andl B 0
5 < Ž . < 5 Ž .h ) « such that b f x ) h. Then x g cl K for some K g l0 0 n X
Ž . Ž .because B : n X . Since lim p f y f s 0, we can find g g L withl K a
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h y «Ž .  5 Ž .Ž .5 4 p f y f - . Let W s x g n X : u f x ) h and W s x gK g 1 E 22
h q «5 Ž .Ž .5 4n X : u f x - . Obviously, W s W l W is open in n X andE g 1 2 E2
5 Ž .contains X , so there is x* g W l K. Then x* g K implies f x* y0
h y «Ž .5 5 Ž .5 5 Ž . Ž .5f x* - . Since x* g W , we have f x* F f x* y f x* qg 2 g2
h y « « q h5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5 5 Ž .Ž .5f x* - q s h. On the other hand, f x* s u f x* )g 2 2
h, because x* g W , a contradiction.1
w Ž . Ž Ž . .xIf E and F are normed spaces, then C X, E , BL C X, E , F is al
Ž . dual pair, so we can define polar sets. If A : C X, E recall that A8 s m
Ž Ž . . 5 Ž .5 4g BL C X, E , F : m f F 1 for all f g A is the polar of A andl
 Ž . 5 Ž .5 4B8 s f g C X, E : m f F 1 for all m g B is the polar of B :
Ž Ž . . TBL C X, E , F . We also consider the polar A of A relative to thel C
Ž Ž . . Ž .space CL C X, E , F of all continuous linear maps from C X, E intol l
T  Ž Ž . . 5 Ž .5 4F, i.e., A s m g CL C X, E , F : m f F 1 for all f g A . An easyC l
Ž T .Tcheck shows that A : A : A88, and if A is a closed absolutely convexC
Ž .set in C X, E , then A s A88.l
Ž .LEMMA 2.10. Let V be an absolutely con¤ex subset of C X, E . Then
Ž T . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .supp V : supp V8 : supp V88 : supp V and supp V8 is dense inC
Ž . Ž . Ž T .supp V88 . If , in addition, V is closed in C X, E , then supp V is dense inl C
Ž .supp V .
T Ž T . Ž .Proof. Obviously, V : V8 and V : V88 imply supp V : supp V8C C
Ž . Ž . Ž .and supp V88 : supp V , respectively. Let us show first that supp V8 is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .dense subset of supp V88 . First we prove that supp V8 : supp V88 .
Ž . Ž .Suppose there is x g supp V8 _ supp V88 . Take disjoint neighborhoods
Ž . Ž .U x and U of x and supp V88 , respectively, in b X, and m g V8 with
Ž . Ž . <Ž Ž ..x g supp m . Then there exists f g C X, E such that b f b X _ U x s
Ž .0 and m f / 0. According to the Claim following Lemma 2.1, we can
5 Ž .5assume that m f ) 1. Since V88 is an absolutely convex subset of
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5C X, E and b f U s 0, then by Lemma 2.5 i , f g V88. Thus, m f
Ž .F 1, because m g V8, a contradiction. To show that supp V8 is dense in
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..supp V88 let y g supp V88 _ cl supp V8 for some y g b X. Then thereb X
Ž . Ž .exists a neighborhood U y of y in b X and g g C X, E such that
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .U y l cl supp V8 s B, g f V88 and b g is 0 outside U y . Thus,b X
Ž Ž .. Ž .b g N supp V8 s 0. So, by Lemma 2.3, m g s 0 for every m g V8. The
last yields g g V88, a contradiction.
Ž . Ž T . Ž .Suppose V is closed in C X, E and supp V is not dense in supp V .l C
Ž .Repeating the same arguments from the proof that supp V8 is dense in
Ž . Ž . Ž .supp V88 we can find g g C X, E such that g f V and m g s 0 for all
T Ž T . Ž T .m g V . Then g g V 8. Finally, since V 8 s V, we arrive at theC C C
contradiction.
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3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Ž .Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose C X, E is barrelled and let B be anl
Ž . Ž . arbitrary t-bounded subset of n X . By Corollary 2.9, the set V 1 s fl B
Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5 4 4 Ž .g C X, E : sup b f x : x g B F 1 is a barrel in C X, E . There-l
Ž . Ž .fore, V 1 contains a neighborhood of 0 in C X, E . So, there are K g lB l
Ž . Ž . Ž .and « ) 0 such that f g C X, E and p f - « imply f g V 1 . Thenl K B
Ž . Ž .B : cl K . Otherwise, since cl K is compact, there would be x g Bn X n X
Ž . Ž . Ž . 5 Ž .5_ cl K and g g C n X, E such that g N cl K s 0 and g x s 2,n X n X
< Ž . Ž .i.e., h s g X f V 1 , which contradicts p h - « .B K
Ž .Now, assume that each t-bounded subset of n X is contained inl
Ž . Ž . Tcl K for some K g l. Let V be a barrel in C X, E and let V be itsn X l C
Ž Ž . .polar in CL C X, E , E .l
Ž T . Ž .Claim. supp V is a t-bounded subset of n X .C l
Ž . TSince V is absorbing in C X, E , V is pointwise bounded. Then, byl C
Ž T .Lemma 2.4, supp V is t-bounded in n X. Finally, by Corollary 2.2,C
Ž T . Ž . Ž T .supp V : n X . Obviously, supp V , being t-bounded in n X, is t-C l C
Ž .bounded in n X .l
Proceeding to the proof of Theorem 1 and applying the Claim, we can
Ž T . Ž .find K g l such that supp V : cl K . Because V is closed inC n X
Ž . Ž T . Ž . Ž .C X, E , by Lemma 2.10, supp V is dense in supp V . So supp V :l C
Ž . Ž Ž . . U Ž . Žcl K cl K is compact . Since C X, E is barrelled as a Banachn X n X U
. U Ž . space and V l C X, E is a barrel in this space, V contains g gU
Ž . 5 5 4 Ž .C* X, E : g F h for some h ) 0. It follows from Lemma 2.5 ii that
Ž .  Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5 Ž .4there is « ) 0 with V « s g g C X, E : sup b g x : x g supp V
4 Ž . Ž .F « contained in V. Because supp V : cl K , the last inclusion im-n X
 Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .plies f g C X, E : p f - « : V « : V. Hence, V is a neighborhoodK
Ž .of 0 in C X, E .l
Proof of Theorem 2. We follow very closely the proof of Theorem 1.
Ž .Suppose C X, E is quasi-barrelled and let B be an arbitrary l-boundedl
Ž . Ž .  Ž .subset of n X . By Corollary 2.9, the set V 1 s f g C X, E :l B
5 < Ž . < 5 4 4 Ž .sup b f x : x g B F 1 is a bound-absorbing barrel in C X, E .l
Ž . Ž .Therefore, V 1 contains a neighborhood of 0 in C X, E . So there areB l
Ž . Ž . Ž .K g l and « ) 0 such that f g C X, E and p f - « imply f g V 1 .l K B
Ž .Then, as in the proof of Theorem 1, B : cl K .n X
To prove the other implication, assume that each l-bounded subset of
Ž . Ž .n X is contained in cl K for some K g l. Let V be a bound-absorb-l n X
Ž . T Ž Ž . .ing barrel in C X, E and let V be its polar in CL C X, E , E . Since Vl C l
Ž . Tabsorbs all bounded sets in C X, E , V is strongly bounded. Then, byl C
Ž T . Ž .Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.2, supp V is l-bounded in n X . Hence,C l
Ž T . Ž .there is K g l such that supp V : cl K . The closedness of V inC n X
Ž . Ž T . Ž .C X, E and Lemma 2.10 yield supp V is dense in supp V . Thus,l C
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Ž . Ž . U Ž . Ž .supp V : cl K . Since C X, E is quasi-barrelled as metrizable andn X U
U Ž .V l C X, E is a bounded absorbing barrel in this space, V contains aU
 Ž . 5 5 4sphere g g C* X, E : g F h for some h ) 0. Then, applying Lemma
Ž .  Ž . Ž .2.5 ii , we can conclude that there exists « ) 0 with f g C X, E : p fK
4 Ž .- « : V. Hence, V is a neighborhood of 0 in C X, E .l
Ž .Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose C X, E is bornological and let B be anl
Ž . arbitrary l-bounded subset of n X. By Lemma 2.8, the set V 1 s f gB
Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5 4 4 Ž .C X, E : sup b f x : x g B F 1 is a bornivore in C X, E . There-l
Ž . Ž .fore, V 1 contains a neighborhood of 0 in C X, E . So there are K g lB l
Ž . Ž . Ž .and « ) 0 such that f g C X, E and p f - « imply f g V 1 . Then,l K B
Ž .as in the proof of Theorem 1, B : cl K .n X
To prove sufficiency, assume that each l-bounded subset of n X is
Ž . Ž .contained in cl K for some K g l. To establish that C X, E isn X l
bornological it suffices to show that any bounded linear map m from
Ž .C X,E into a locally convex linear topological space F is continuous.l
Since F is isomorphic to a subspace of a product of normed spaces, we can
 Ž . 5 Ž .5assume that F is itself a normed space. Then V s f g C X, E : m f
4 Ž .F 1 is a bornivore in C X, E and m belongs to the polar V8 inl
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .BL C X, E , F . By Lemma 2.10, supp m is a subset of supp V . Wel
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .claim that supp m s supp V . If there is x g supp V _ supp m , then
Ž .we can find a neighborhood U of x in b X disjoint from supp m and
Ž . 5 Ž .5 Ž .f g C X, E such that m f ) 1 and b f is 0 outside U. Then m f s 0,
< Ž . Ž . Ž .because b f supp m s 0 Lemma 2.3 , a contradiction. Thus, supp m s
Ž . Ž . Ž .supp V . But supp m is l-bounded in n X by Corollary 2.2 , so there
Ž . Ž . U Ž .exists K g l with supp V : cl K . Since C X, E is a normed spacen X U
U Ž .and since V l C X, E is a bornivore in this space, then V contains aU
 Ž . 5 5 4sphere g g C* X, E : g F h for some h ) 0. Proceeding as in the
proof of Theorem 1, we conclude that V is a neighborhood of 0 in
Ž .C X, E . Therefore, m is continuous.l
Ž .Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose C X, E is ultrabornological and B is al
t-bounded subset of n X. We need the following external characterization
Ž w x.of ultrabornological spaces see 5, p. 115 : A locally convex space is
ultrabornological if and only if it is an inductive limit of Banach spaces.
 4Thus, there exists a family of Banach space E : g g G and continuousg
Ž .  Ž .linear maps h : E “ C X, E such that the linear span of D h E : gg g l g g
4 Ž . Ž .g G is C X, E and a set U : C X, E is a neighborhood of 0 inl
Ž . y1Ž .C X, E if and only if h U is a neighborhood of 0 in E for eachl g g
Ž .  Ž . 5 < Ž . < 5 4 4g g G. By Lemma 2.8, V 1 s f g C X, E : sup b f x : x g B F 1B
Ž .is a sequentially closed, absolutely convex, and absorbing set in C X, E .l
y1Ž Ž ..This yields that each h V 1 is sequentially closed, absolutely convex,g B
y1Ž Ž ..and absorbing in E . Since E is metrizable, then h V 1 is closed ing g g B
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y1Ž Ž ..E ; i.e., it is a barrel in E . Thus, each h V 1 is a neighborhood of 0g g g B
Ž . Ž .in C X, E . So, there is K g l with B : cl K .l n X
Ž .Suppose now that each t-bounded set in n X is contained in cl K forn X
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .some K g l. Then n X s n X and since n X : n X , we have n Xl l E l
Ž . Ž .s n X s n X. The last implies that the restriction map p : C n X, E “E
Ž .C X, E is both surjective and injective. Clearly, p , considered as a map
Ž . Ž .from C n X, E onto C X, E , is continuous. Because every compactk l
Ž . y1subset of n X is contained in some cl K , K g l, p is also continu-n X
Ž . Ž .ous. Hence, C X, E is linearly homeomorphic to C n X, E . So itl k
Ž .suffices to show that C n X, E is ultrabornological. To prove that wek
w x Ž .follow the arguments from 5, Exercise 2.1, p. 115 . For every f g C n X, E ,
 Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 Ž .5 4let I be the set g g C n X, E : g x F f x for all x g n X and letf
Ž .Y be the subspace of C n X, E spanned on I . Obviously, I is absolutelyf f f
Ž .convex in C n X, E and absorbs all g g Y . So, its Minkowski functionalf
Ž .  4 5 Ž .5p g s inf a ) 0 : g g a.I is a semi-norm on Y . Since g x Ff f f
Ž . 5 Ž .5p g . f x for every g g Y and x g n X, then p is a norm on Y . Usingf f f f
Ž .the completeness of E one can show that Y , p is a Banach space,f f
Ž . Ž .f g C n X, E . We claim that C n X, E is an inductive limit of thek
Ž . Ž . Ž . Banach spaces Y , p , f g C n X, E . Because C n X, E s D Y : f gf f f
Ž .4C n X, E , it remains only to prove that an absolutely convex set V :
Ž . Ž .C n X, E is a neighborhood of 0 in C n X, E provided V l Y is ak f
Ž .neighborhood of 0 in each Y , p . It is clear that I is the unit sphere inf f f
Ž .Y , p , which yields that V l Y absorbs I . Thus, V absorbs all I ,f f f f f
Ž . Ž .f g C n X, E . According to Corollary 2.7, V is a bornivore in C n X, E .k
Ž .Finally, since by Theorem 3, C n X, E is bornological, V is a neighbor-k
Ž . Ž .hood of 0 in C n X, E . Therefore, C n X, E is ultrabornological as ank k
inductive limit of Banach spaces.
4. SOME MORE RESULTS
Let us note first the following corollaries from the main results:
COROLLARY 4.1. Let E be a Banach space and let l consist of compact
Ž .sets. Then C X, E is barrelled if and only if X is a m-space and e¤eryl
compact subset of X is contained in some member of l.
We say that X is a c-space if every c-bounded closed subset of X is
compact, where c is the closed ideal of all compact sets in X.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let E be a normed space and let l consist of compact
Ž .sets. Then C X, E is quasi-barrelled if and only if X is a c-space and e¤eryl
l-bounded subset of X is contained in some member of l.
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COROLLARY 4.3. If X is a m-space and E is a Banach space, then
Ž .C X, E is barrelled if and only if it is quasi-barrelled.k
Ž .COROLLARY 4.4. For a Banach space E the space C X, E is ultra-l
bornological if and only if it is bornological and barrelled.
Obviously, every ultrabornological space is bornological. By Theorem 4,
Ž .we have that X s n X if l consists of compact sets and C X, E isl
bornological. But for a realcompact space X a set K : X is t-bounded in
X if and only if it is c-bounded. So we have
COROLLARY 4.5. Let E be a normed space. Then the following conditions
are equi¤alent:
Ž .1 X is realcompact;
Ž . Ž .2 C X, E is bornological;k
Ž . Ž . Ž .If E is a Banach space, then 1 and 2 are equi¤alent to ``C X, E isk
ultrabornological.''
In the case when E is the real line, Corollaries 4.4 and 4.5 were
w x w xobtained, respectively, in 12 and 5 .
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose u is a continuous linear quotient map from
Ž . Ž .C X, E onto C Y, F , where E and F are normed spaces. Then Y isk k
realcompact pro¤ided X is realcompact.
Proof. Let X be realcompact. If u is a quotient continuous linear map
Ž . Ž . Ž .from C X, E onto C Y, F , then C Y, F is bornological as a quotientk k k
Ž .image of the bornological space C X, E . Hence, by Corollary 4.5, Y isk
realcompact.
The conclusion of Corollary 4.6 also holds if E and F are Banach spaces
Ž . Ž .and u is a linear homeomorphism between C X, E and C Y, F . In thisp p
Ž .case u can be extended to a linear homeomorphism between C X, E andk
Ž . Ž Ž . w x.C Y, F see Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.9 ii from 11 . Let us notek
Žthat realcompactness is preserved by homeomorphisms not necessary
. Ž . Ž . Ž w x.linear between C X and C Y see 2, 10 . We do not know if thep p
Ž . Ž .same is true for the spaces C X, E and C Y, E , where E is a Banachp p
space.
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .By CL C X, E , F we denote the set CL C X, E , F with thep k k
pointwise topology.
THEOREM 4.7. If E is a Banach space, then the following conditions are
equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .1 C X, E is barrelled;k
Ž .2 X is a m-space;
Ž . Ž Ž . .3 CL C X, E , F is a m-space for e¤ery normed space F.p k
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Ž . Ž .Proof. The equivalence of 1 and 2 follows from Corollary 4.1, while
Ž . Ž . wthe equivalence of 2 and 3 follows from 11, Proposition 3.7 and
xCorollary 3.9 .
Here is another result similar to the theorem above. Recall that a space
w xis Dieudonne complete 7 if it can be embedded as a closed subset of aÂ
product of metrizable spaces.
Ž . Ž Ž . .THEOREM 4.8. If C X, E is bornological, then CL C X, E , F isl p l
Dieudonne complete for any normed space F.Â
Ž .Proof. Suppose C X, E is bornological and F is a normed space.l
Ž Ž . . CŽ X , E .There is a natural embedding of CL C X, E , F in the product F .p l
Ž Ž . . CŽ X , E .Consider the G -closure G of CL C X, E , F in F ; i.e., the set ofd p l
all m g F CŽ X , E . such that any G -subset of F CŽ X , E . containing m meetsd
Ž Ž . . Ž w x.CL C X, E , F . Then G is Dieudonne complete see 6, 7 . So it isÂp l
Ž Ž . .enough to show that G s CL C X, E , F . Let m g G. Obviously, m is ap l
Ž . Ž .linear map from C X, E into F. Because C X, E is bornological, ourl
Ž .proof is reduced to showing that m is bounded on C X, E . Assuming thisl
 4 Ž .is not the case, there is a bounded sequence f : C X, E such thatn l
 Ž .4  CŽ X , E . Ž . Ž . 4m f is unbounded in F. Since q g F : q f s m f , n g N isn n n
CŽ X , E . Ž Ž . .a G -subset of F containing m, there exists m* g CL C X, E , Fd p l
Ž . Ž .  Ž .4with m* f s m f for each n. Thus, m* f is unbounded in F, whichn n n
 4 Ž .contradicts the fact that m* is continuous and f is bounded in C X, E .n l
w x ŽVelicko 12 proved that if X is a k -space i.e., a set A : X is closed ifÏ l
. Ž .and only if A l K is closed in K for every K g l , then C X isl
bornological if and only if it is ultrabornological. The same is true for
Ž .C X, E , when E is a Banach space.l
Ž .LEMMA 4.9. Let X be a k -space. Then e¤ery t-bounded subset of n X isl l
Ž .l-bounded in n X .l
Ž .Proof. Suppose H : n X is t-bounded but not l-bounded. Thenl
Ž . w .there is a lsc function w : n X “ 0, ‘ , which is bounded on each K g ll
y1Ž .and unbounded on H. So for every n we can choose x g H l w n, ‘ .n
 4 Ž Ž ..Construct by induction a sequence g : C n X such that:n l
Ž . Ž y1w x.1 g w 0, n s 0;n
Ž . < Ž . < < <  Ž . 42 g x s n q b , where b s 0 and b s Ý g x : i F n y 1n n n 1 n i n
for n G 2;
Ž . Ž .3 g x s 0 for all j - i.i j
y1Žw x. Ž .For every K g l there is n g N such that K : w 0, n , so by 1 ,K K
Ž . Ž .g K s 0 for each n G n q 1. The last implies that the function f x sn K
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 Ž . 4Ý g x : n g N , x g X is well defined and continuous on X, becausen
<  < 4 Ž .f K s Ý g K : i F n is continuous on K, K g l. Let h: n X “ R bei K l
the continuous extension of f. To get a contradiction it is enough to show
that h is unbounded on H. To this end fix n g N and consider K g l such
Ž .  4that x g cl K . Then the functions h and Ý g : i F n have the samen n X i K
Ž .restrictions on K, hence their restrictions on cl K are also equal.n X
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .Therefore, h x s Ý g x : i F n . Because w x ) n and w K isn i n K n
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .contained in 0, n , we have n - n . Finally, by 2 and 3 , h x sK K n
 Ž . 4 Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . < < <Ý g x : i F n s g x q b . Thus, h x G g x y b s n; i.e., hi n n n n n n n n
is unbounded on H.
THEOREM 4.10. Let E be a Banach space and let X be a k -space. Then:l
Ž . Ž .i C X, E is barrelled if and only if it is quasi-barrelled;l
Ž . Ž .ii C X, E is bornological if and only if it is ultrabornological.l
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since every l-bounded subset of n X is t-bounded, i followsl
Ž .from Lemma 4.9 and Theorems 1 and 2. For ii , we have to show only that
Ž . Ž .C X, E is ultrabornological provided it is bornological. If C X, E isl l
Ž .bornological, by Theorem 3, n X s n X and every l-bounded subset ofl
Ž .n X is contained in cl K for some K g l. Then Lemma 4.9 andn X
Ž .Theorem 4 imply that C X, E is ultrabornological.l
COROLLARY 4.11. Let X be a realcompact k-space and E be a Banach
space. Then barrelledness, quasi-barrelledness, bornologity, and ultrabornolog-
Ž .ity of C X, E are equi¤alent.k
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